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Illustration 5.9: Effects of the Central Illinois solidarity shift.

5.5.5!Phonological pattern; conspiracies

Earlier sections of this chapter have examined numerous changes that affect 
word or syllable structure. Cluster simplification, including anaptyxis (5.3.11), 
 syllabification, and resyllabication (5.3.11) may reduce consonant clusters within 
syllables or words; contraction, desyllabication/gliding, glide insertion, and 
vowel truncation help eliminate vowel clusters (5.3.12). Maximal application of 
these processes would lead to phonological patterns of the type CVCV(…), with 
alternating [- syllabic] and [+ syllabic] segments; but few languages have  patterns 
of this “ultimate simplicity”. More commonly languages approximate the CVCV 
type by exhibiting patterns of the type (C)CVCCVC(C), etc., with consonant 
 clusters limited to two (or three) members, and frequently with the restriction 
that initial and final clusters must be smaller than medial ones. 

While reduction of clusters, thus, may be a common tendency in linguistic 
change, most languages go about implementing this goal in a rather haphazard 
way, reducing some clusters (such as Engl. initial kn- > [n-]) in knee), but retain-
ing others (such as Engl. initial [kl-, kr-] in clam, cram). Moreover, processes like 
epenthesis may increase consonant clustering (as in Gk. *anros > andros); and 
intervocalic consonant loss will introduce new vowel clusters.

In some languages, we find much more radical and consistent modifications of 
the !"#$#%#&'()% !)**+,$ of words and/or syllables. Remarkably, in many cases 
these modifications are implemented not by a single change, but by a number of 
phonetically quite different processes. The only thing that the changes share is that 
they “cooperate” or “conspire” to bring about a general modification of the pho-
nological pattern. Shifts of this sort accordingly are referred to as  (#$-!',)('+-.

Consider the P)%' *.#-/#,) (#$-!',)(0. Old Indo-Aryan, as represented by 
Sanskrit, permitted syllables of one, two, or three moras, as in (242). (Mora count, 
as usual, begins with the syllabic nucleus. Short vowels (= V) have one mora; long 
vowels (= VV) two moras; and a coda consonant adds another mora. For greater 
clarity, numerals below the line keep track of the mora count in relevant syllables.)
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�൬൮൬� D� 2QH�PRUD�� PD�WD� µWKRXJKW¶�
���൫

E� 7ZR�PRUDV� PDD�QD�VD� µUHODWHG�WR�WKH�PLQG¶
��൫�൬
PDQ�WXP µWR�WKLQN¶
��൫�൬

F� 7KUHH�PRUDV� PLL�PDDۦ�VD�WHH µLQTXLUHV¶
���������൫�൬�൭

In the early Middle Indo-Aryan language Pali, by contrast, three-mora syllables 
were no longer permitted. They were turned into permissible two-mora structures 
by means of three phonetically distinct processes. One of these shortened long 
vowels, as in (243). A second change was cluster simplification, which removed 
the syllable-final consonant together with its mora; see (244). A third process 
inserted an anaptyctic vowel, which made it possible to resyllabify consonants 
from the coda of trimoraic syllables to the onset of the next syllable. Once in 
onset position, these consonants no longer were in the domain of mora counting. 
See1(245). 

�൬൮൭� 9RZHO�VKRUWHQLQJ
6DQVNULW 3DOL
PLL�PDDۦ�VD�WHH YLL�PDۦ�VD�WL µLQTXLUHV¶
���������൫�൬�൭� ��������൫൬
UDDM�xDۊ UDx�xRR µRI�D�NLQJ¶
���൫൬൭ ��൫൬

�൬൮൮� &OXVWHU�VLPSOLILFDWLRQ
GLLU�JKD� GLL�JKD� µORQJ¶
�൫൬൭ �൫൬

�൬൮൯� $QDSW\[LV�DQG�UHV\OODELFDWLRQ
UDDM�xDۊ UDD�ML�QRR µRI�D�NLQJ¶
�൫൬൭� �൫൬

Several considerations support the contention that the elimination of  three-mora 
syllables is not just an accident, but that the developments in (243)–(245) actually 
“conspire” to bring it about. First, Sanskrit one- or two-mora syllables remained 
essentially unaffected, as in Skt. ma$ta- : Pali ma$ta-, Skt. man$tum : Pali 
man$tu!. (But see below for an interesting complication.) Second, there does 
not seem to exist any principled way of predicting which Sanskrit  three-mora 
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word will undergo which of the changes in (243)–(245). In fact, some words 
were affected by more than one change, leading to doublets; e.g. Skt. raaj$ña"1: 
Pali rañ$ñoo beside raa$ji$noo. Therefore, none of the three changes, taken by 
itself, is regular 1– even though all three processes belong to categories of sound 
change that  ordinarily are regular. What is regular and predictable is the fact 
that all  Sanskrit three-mora syllables are converted into acceptable two-mora 
 configurations. Finally, independent evidence attests to the funcational equiv-
alence of the two-mora VC outcomes of (243) and the two-mora VV outcomes of 
(244) and (245). In many cases where Sanskrit has a two-mora VV syllable, Pali 
(optionally) offers a VC structure, and vice versa; see e.g. (246). (The alternation 
between singleton # and geminate $$ is allophonic.)

�൬൮൰� 6NW�� QLLڲ�D� 3DOL� nii�ۜD����QLڲ�ڲD� µDERGH��QHVW¶
�൫൬ ൫൬� ൫൬�
KDU�WXP hat�WXۦ���haa�WXۦ µWR�KROG¶
൫൬ ൫൬� ൫൬

Another famous example of the cooperation of several phonetically unrelated 
changes toward a common goal is the S%)2'( #!+$--0%%)3%+ (#$-!',)(0. While 
Proto-Indo-European had both open and checked syllables, early Slavic per-
mitted only open syllables. Processes that served to convert checked into open 
 syllables include syllable-final consonant loss, vowel-liquid metathesis, anapty-
xis, resyllabication, and word-final consonant loss or anaptyxis. See (247)–(251). 
Some of these processes were pan-Slavic, others were dialectally restricted, and 
the changes in (251b) seem to have been limited to just a few words or morpho-
logical categories (in only some of the dialects). Here, too, regularity does not lie 
in the individual changes, but rather in the effect of these changes on the overall 
structure of the language.

�൬൮൱� /RVV�RI�V\OODEOH�ILQDO�FRQVRQDQW
VXS�QR� !� SDQ�6ODY�� VǎØ�Qǎ�µVOHHS¶
VHG�OR� ! GLDO�� VHØ�OR�VČØ�OR�µVHDW¶

�൬൮൲� 9RZHO�OLTXLG�PHWDWKHVLV
JRU�GR ! GLDO� gro�Gǎ���Jra�Gǎ�µFLW\¶

�൬൮൳� $QDSW\[LV��LQ�WKH�FRQWH[W�9�>��OLTX�@�BBB�&9�
JRU�GR� ! GLDO� JR�Uo�Gǎ�µFLW\¶
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�൬൯൪� 5HV\OODELFDWLRQ
PHV�WL� ! SDQ�6ODY� PH�stL�µWR�WKURZ¶
VHG�OR� ! GLDO� �VH�dlR�µVHDW¶

�൬൯൫� D� :RUG�ILQDO�FRQVRQDQW�ORVV
ۖOH�ZRV� ! SDQ�6ODY� VOR�YRØ�µZRUG¶
WRG� ! SDQ�6ODY� WRØ µWKDW¶
HА� ! GLDO� MDØ�µ,¶
EKH�UHW� ! GLDO� EH�UHØ�µZLOO�FDUU\¶

E�� :RUG�ILQDO�DQDSW\[LV
HА� ! GLDO� �M�D�]ǎ�µ,¶
EKH�UHW� ! GLDO� EH�UH�Wǎ�µZLOO�FDUU\¶

5.5.6!Teleology?

Most of the developments examined in this section are directed toward a goal. The 
goal may be quite modest, such as keeping a marging of safety between contrast-
ing segments, but some goals consist in a major rearrangement of  phonological 
structure.

The question whether such goal-oriented or *+%+#%#&'()% developments 
have any historical reality or whether they are simply figments of the  imagination 
of historical linguists is a matter of controversy. One may well ask how, say, the 
first generation of speakers, making the first step in a goal-oriented series of 
shifts, can possibly know – or control – what further changes will be under-
taken by future generations of speakers. However, the  existence of empirically 
well attested series of changes like the ones in Swedish  (Illustration15.7, Central 
Illinois (Illustration 5.9), and Chicago and New York (Illustration 5.8) show 
both that such changes are possible and how they can take place. A first change 
affects the system and thus gives rise to a later response change, which in turn 
may lead to yet other responses. By and large, then, the teleology does not 
consist in any preconceived grand plan or strategy but evolves through a series 
of “tactical decisions”, in response to the situation prevailing at a given1time. 

In a few cases, however, something more seems to be involved. As noted 
earlier, the Pali Two-Mora Conspiracy was brought about by the “cooperation” 
of three phonetically quite different changes; see (243)–(245). Moreover, taken 
by themselves, none of these changes is regular; only the conspiracy is regular. 
 Similarly, the Slavic Open-Syllable Conspiracy was implemented in part by 
non-regular changes; see especially (251b). Cases like these seem to require the 
assumption that at a certain point the results of various “tactical decisions” may 
build up enough “critical mass” to establish a goal for further changes, and that 
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from that point onward, all that matters is the accomplishment of that goal, no 
matter whether this is brought about by an irregular application of otherwise 
regular sound changes. The very regularity of these conspiracies, however, shows 
that they are not just the figments of linguists’ imaginations and that, whatever 
their explanation, they must be accepted as genuine historical developments. 
(See 15.13 for further discussion.)

Chain shifts and conspiracies are theoretically important in historical  linguistics 
in that they provide an explanation in principle for similar,  prehistoric wholesale 
rearrangements of phonological systems or patterns, even if the evidence now avail-
able may not permit an unambiguous identification of the sequencing of events that 
gave rise to these rearrangements. For instance, Grimm’s Law, with its wholesale 
shift of the PIE stop system, probably came about through some kind of chain shift, 
although we may never be able to establish with certainty whether this shift was of 
the drag-chain, push-chain, or solidarity-chain variety, or a combination of these; 
see Illustration 5.10 for a possible drag-chain account.

bh dh gh
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(> f ! x)

Illustration 5.10: Grimm’s Law as a drag chain.

In some cases, we can do better, even if some of the details may not be clear. 
Thus, it is probable that the Great English Vowel Shift was at first motivated by 
overcrowding, brought about by Middle English open-syllable lengthening; see 
(252) and compare 5.1.4.3.1, example (112). Significantly, as in other languages, 
original short vowels differed in quality from their corresponding long vowels, 
and open-syllable lengthening of short vowels did not lead to merger with these 
long vowels (although later developments did lead to some mergers). The result 
of these changes was the highly crowded long-vowel system in Figure 5.25.

�൬൯൬� 2SHQ�V\OODEOH�OHQJWKHQLQJ�
PHWH�>ܭ@ ! Pѓթ W�Ϸ� µPHDW¶

YV� PƝWH�>Ɲ@  PƝW�Ϸ�� µPHHW¶
IROH�>ܧ@ ! Iэթ O�Ϸ� µIRDO¶
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YV� GǀP�>ǀ@  GǀP� µMXGJHPHQW¶
VWƗQ�>Ɨ@ !� VWъթ n µVWRQH¶

YV� QDPH�>D�@ ! QϾP� µQDPH¶�

45 

Figure 5.25: (Early) Middle English long-vowel system.

A series of changes alleviated the overcrowding. These included an early 
diphthongization of high vowels (253) and raising of %6 to &' leading to merger with 
&' (254). Diphthongization may possibly have started in the back vowel (, because 
of the asymmetry of the vowel tract; in that case the diphthongization of ) would 
be a solidarity shift. Raising of the upper mid vowels * and + to ) and ( (255) 
filled the gaps left by the change in (254), and similarly, raising of the lower mid 
vowels ,' and &' (256) filled the gaps left by (255). The resulting * apparently raised 
further to ) in some dialects (or under some conditions) and some of the results 
were adopted in what was to become the standard variety of English; hence the 
different outcomes in (256). A final change raised - to upper mid vowel *, hence 
merging with the outcome of (257). Illustration 5.11 presents a simplified summary 
of the changes, with references to the changes in (253)–(257).

�൬൯൭� (DUO\�0LGGOH�(QJOLVK /DWH�0LGGOH�(QJOLVK 0RGHUQ�(QJOLVK
ƯV Ϸ\V LFH�>D\@
KǌV KϷZV KRXVH�>DZ@

�൬൯൮� VWъթ n VWэթ n (VWRQH�>ǀ@�

�൬൯൯� PƝW�Ϸ� PƯW�Ϸ� PHHW�>Ư@
GǀP GǌP GRRP�>ǌ@

�൬൯൰� Pѓթ W�Ϸ� PƝW�Ϸ� > PƯW�Ϸ� PHDW�>Ư@
JUѓթ W JUƝW JUHDW�>Ɲ@
VWэթ n VWǀQ VWRQH�>ǀ@

�൬൯൱�� QϾP� QƝP� QDPH�>Ɲ@
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Illustration 5.11: Simplified summary of the Great Vowel Shift changes.

5.6!Tonogenesis and other suprasegmental changes

Up to this point, the focus of this chapter has been on sound changes as they 
affect segments and systems of segments. However, other aspects of phonetic and 
phonological structure can also be affected. One development is *#$#&+$+-'-, 
here understood not only as the development of contrasting tonal contours on 
every syllable, as in Chinese, but also – and especially – contrasting tonal con-
tours whose domain is the word. Another aspect is the behavior of !'*(" )((+$*- 
in linguistic change. (As noted in 2.11, pitch accents are not always clearly dis-
tinguishable from stress accents, but since stress accent tends to involve pitch, 
much of the discussion in this chapter will also be applicable to stress accent 
systems.) A third aspect is the interaction between accent, both pitch and stress, 
and !",)-)% !,#7#70, the organization of utterances into phonological phrases 
and the intonational aspects of prosodic phrasing. Sections 5.6.1–5.6.5 focus on 
the development of contrasting tonal contours and changes affecting pitch accent 
systems; sections 5.6.6 and 5.6.7 more broadly address changes affecting accent 
systems in general; and 5.6.8 deals with phrasal prosody, with special focus on 
the effects of 8**+,)$(+ 9'$)%'*0.

Except where noted otherwise, the acute accent (´)indicates high tone; the 
grave (`) low tone; and mid tone is left unmarked.

5.6.1!Consonantal quality and tonogenesis

Crosslinguistically, vowels tend to have a lower fundamental frequency (F0) next 
to voiced consonants than next to voiceless ones, and F0 lowering is especially 
strong next to breathy-voiced consonants. As long as the conditioning environ-
ments remain unchanged, this tonal difference remains at the predictable, allo-
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